INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
UNIVERSAL 4 CONDUCTOR
PLUG
Congratulations!
You have purchased a heated World Sport Performance Seat designed to work seamlessly
with the stock BMW on-board heat controller. NOTE: Because the heated World Sport
Performance Seat plug is NOT compatible with the BMW OEM plug, a simple plug substitution
is required. Per the instructions below, convert the plug on the BMW heated seat supply wires
to the plug included in this kit.
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Cut sheathing back approximately 4" on the stock
wiring harness.

INCLUDED IN KIT
A. PLUG X 1

HEATEDSEATSUPPLYWIRES
FROMMOTORCYCLE

BMWPLUG

C. PIN X 8

2
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(4 EXTRA)

Remove the BMW stock plug by cutting the wires
approximately 2" from back of plug. Strip the insulation
back 1/4-1/2" on all wires. Note: Save the original BMW
plug for future optional use. (See step 4)

D. SOCKET X 8
(4 EXTRA)

BMWPLUG

HEATEDSEATSUPPLY WIRES
FROMMOTORCYCLE
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Crimp the pins onto the wire ends and insert them into
the universal plug provided, paying close attention to the
wire positions relative to the tapered side of the plug. As
shown below, brown, green, yellow, then blue, starting
with the tapered side.
b.

TOOLS
1. RAZOR BLADE
(OR EQUIVALENT)

a.

2. WIRE CUTTERS/
STRIPERS

HEATED SEAT SUPPLY WIRES
FROM MOTORCYCLE
Tapered side
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B. RECEPTACLE X 1

Optional: To enable the use of your stock heated seat in addition to
your Sargent seat, simply crimp the provided sockets onto the wire
ends of the stock BMW plug and insert them into the receptacle
provided. Pay close attention to the wire positions relative to the
tapered side of the plug. As shown below, brown, green, yellow, then
blue, starting with tapered side.

c.

3. CRIMPING
DEVICE
NOTE: TOOLS MUST HAVE A 20
GAUGE DESIGNATION.

Crimp around
wires insulation.

Crimp around
bare wire.

d.

BMW PLUG
Ta p e re d sid e

CYCLE PRODUCTS

DO NOT
CRIMP.

